For any positive definite matrices A and B, it is known that A > B iff B -' >A -'. This paper investigates the extensions of the above result to any two real nonnegative definite matrices A and B.
INTRODUCTION For any real positive definite matrices A and B, it is known that
For any matrix A of real elements, a generalized inverse X is defined by one or several of the following conditions due to Penrose [5] :
xAx=x,
(AX)'=AX,
(xA)'=xA,
where A' denotes the transpose of A. Following Ben-Israel and Greville [2] , a matrix X is called a {i,i,..., I }-inverse of A if it satisfies the equations (i), ( i), . . . , (1) from among the equations (l), (2) , (3), (4) , and it is also denoted by A('*i*'..,'). For example, a { 1}-inverse is called a generalized inverse and a { 1,2}-inverse is called a reflexive generalized inverse in Rao and Mitra [7] ; the { 1,2,3,4}-inverse (which is unique) is usually called the pseudo or
Moore-Penrose inverse and also denoted by A+. For any {l}-, {2}-, or { 1,2}-inverse, it is well known that rank A(') > rank A, rank A@) < rank A, and rank A(',2!=rank A. For any n.n.d. matrix A, an A(') or Ac2) may not even be symmetric. From Theorem 1 of Sec. 2, any symmetric {2}-inuerse of an n.n.d. matrix A must be n.n.d. However, the corresponding result for { 1}-inverse does not hold. A characterization of the n.n.d. { 1}-inverses of any n.n.d. matrix A is given in Theorem 2. With this in mind, we will a.ssume that all the generalized inverses of an n.n.d. matrix considered in this paper are n.n.d. such that B(l) >A('). However, (ii) is not true for r >s. A class of counterexamples to (ii) is given in Theorem 5A. Similarly, a necessary condition for A > B and Bc2) >AC2) is
where ?= rankAC2), S = rank B (2). In Theorem 6, we show that: (i) for any (T, q satisfying (6) and any B (2) of rank 8, there exists an A @) of rank ? such that Bc2) >AC2), (ii) if T= s, th en f or any (?,S) satisfying (6) and any AC2' of rank 7, there exists a B c2) of rank S such that B c2) >Ac2). Again, (ii) is not true for T >s. For the special case A = B + xx', a necessary and sufficient condition for (ii) to hold is x'AC2k < 1 (see Theorem 6A and Lemma 5). For a { 1,2}-or { 1,2,3,4} -inverse, a necessary condition on the ranks becomes ? = S = r = S.
Results analogous to Theorems S(ii) and 6(ii) can be established. These are summarized in Theorems 7 and 8. In the course of proving these theorems, we have also obtained some other results of independent interest. In Theorem 3, we show that for any { 1 }-inverse A (') of A and any u >T>D>T, r=rank A, ?=rank A('), there exist { 1}-inverses A:) and AC) of A with ranks u and u such that A$ > A(')
>A:).
A 
.d. matrix A with rank r. Then G is a symmetric { 1,2}-inverse of A iff G cun be expressed as G = HH', where H is an n X T matrix and H' Q = Z,. In particular, any symmetric {1,2}-inverse of an n.n.d. matrix is n.n.d.

Proof.
This can be proved simply by modifying the argument of Lemma 
of Rao and
00'
where P is an n x n nonsingular matrix, it follows from a result due to R. C. 
Bose [6, p. 81 that any symmetric { l}-inverse A(') of
ON THE REVERSE ORDERING PROPERTY:
A>B IMPLIES A-<B-THEOREM 5. Let A and B be two n X n n.n.d. matrices with ranks r and s, A > B, and 7, S be two positive integers satisfying S >? > r > s. (ii) Zf the AC2) in (i) satisfies x'AC2)x< 1, then there exists an n.n.d.
{2}-inverse
BC2) of rank S such that B (2) > At2).
Note that (from the proof below) x'A(% < 1 is always true.
Proof. (i): Let A (2)= UU' be a rank factorization of A, where U is an n X S matrix of rank S. Then UU'AUU'= UU' implies U'AU=Z,, which is equivalent to U'BU= Z5-U'xx' U. Since U'BU is n.n.d., Ix'U12= x'UU'x=
